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Abstract 

We present a general heuristic for the median problem for 
induced breakpoints on genomes with unequal gene con- 
tent and incorporate this into a routine for estimating op- 
timal gene orders for the ancestral genomes in a fixed phy- 
logeny. The routine is applied to a phylogenetic study of 
an up-to-date set of completely sequenced protist mitochon- 
drial genomes, confirming some of the recent sequence-based 
groupings which have been proposed and, conversely, con- 
firming the usefulness of the breakpoint method as a phylo- 
genetic tool even for small genomes. 

1 Introduction. 

The origin and early diversification of the eukaryotes is one 
of the fundamental  problems of evolutionary theory. The 
widely accepted endosymbiotic origin of the mitochondrion 
and its consequent evolution, in key respects independent of 
the evolution of the nuclear genome, make it a natural  fo- 
cus of phylogenetic studies. Indeed phylogenies based on a 
number of mitochondrial genes have led to a far clearer un- 
derstanding of the phylogeny of unicellular eukaryotes--the 
protists and the fungi--than was ever possible based on mor- 
phological classifications alone [3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 23]. 
Nevertheless, this approach is limited by the relatively small 
number of genes present in all or most mitochondria, and the 
finite amount of phylogenetic information that can be ex- 
tracted from the sequence comparison of any of these genes. 
For some time we have advocated the quantification of gene 
order changes within the mitochondrion as an independent 
measure of genomic divergence that can be used to supple- 
ment sequence comparison data [21]. 

Early work in the construction of phylogenies from gene 
order data used a distance based approach. In [18] the dis- 
tance between two gene orders is estimated using a heuristic 
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algorithm for minimizing a weighted measure of the number 
of reversals and transposit ions of chromosome fragments, as 
well as the insertion and deletion of individual genes, neces- 
sary to transform one order into the other. An exact poly- 
nomial t ime algori thm for calculating the  minimum number 
of reversals needed to transform one gene order into another 
was developed by Hannenhalli  and Pevzner[8]. Distance ma- 
t r ix methods could then be used to reconstruct a phylogeny. 

As at tention focused on exact and efficient algorithms for 
rearrangement distances phylogenetic questions were some- 
what  neglected. This was par t ly  due to the  lack of realism 
in measuring genomic divergence in terms of reversals only, 
with all reversals of equal weight. I t  was also due to the 
inabili ty of distance matr ix  methods to recover the nature  
of ancestral genomes, in contrast  to methods such as par- 
simony or likelihood which avoid reducing the da ta  to dis- 
tances prior to phylogenetic reconstruction. Generalization 
of rearrangement distances to more than  two genomes, nec- 
essaxy for non-distance approaches, has been shown to be 
NP-hard  [4]. Moreover, even heuristic approaches to such 
a generalization work well only for very small problems (cf 
[7, 22]). 

More recently, we have introduced the notion d break- 
point phylogeny [20]. For two genomes containing the same 
genes, breakpoints are simply pairs of consecutive genes//1 
and g2 which occur in order gig2 in one genome but  not 
in the other. Adjacency is also considered disrupted if the 
two genes have different orientation to each other in the 
two genomes; e.g. 92 succeeds 91 but  with opposite read- 
ing direction in one genome while they are adjacent on the 
same DNA st rand in the other genome. The number of 
breakpoints correlates with the evolutionary divergence of 
the two genomes. In contrast  to rearrangement distances, 
this is easily extended to three or more gene orders: the me- 
dtan problem, though it is computat ional ly  costly for large 
genomes [2, 16]. Solutions to the median problem can be 
combined and i terated to optimize the ancestral genomes in 
a given tree topology. For moderate  numbers of genomes, 
all possible topologies can be evaluated to solve the phylo- 
genetic problem. We have demonstra ted the applicabil i ty of 
the method by showing the plausibility of breakpoint  phy- 
logenies constructed on the basis of the relatively small (37 
genes) mitochondria of metazoans, from humans to nema- 
todes [1]. 

Unfortunately the notion of breakpoint  does not carry 
over in a straightforward way when the genomes being com- 
pared do not have the same set of genes. The shared genes 
in two genomes may be ordered in exactly the same way but  
because of intervening genes tha t  belong to only one or the 
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other, the number of breakpoints may be large. It is more 
appropriate in this context to consider induced breakpoints, 
the breakpoints remaining when the genes belonging to only 
one or the other genome are discarded. When comparing 
a set of three or more genomes which vary greatly in the 
number of genes they contain, it also becomes necessary to 
normalize the number of induced breakpoints between two 
genomes by the number of genes they share. 

The main contributions offered in the present paper in- 
clude a general heuristic for the median problem for (nor- 
realized) induced breakpoints on unequal genomes, the in- 
corporation of this into a search for optimal phylogenies, and 
the application of this methodology to an up-to-date set of 

' completely sequenced protist mitochondrial genomes, con- 
firming some of the recent sequence-based groupings which 
have been proposed and, conversely, confirming the useful- 
ness of the breakpoint method as a phylogenetic tool even 
for small genomes. 

2 The evolution of the eukaryotes 

Prior to plants, animals and fungi, a large number of mostly 
unicellular eukaryotes (protists) diverged from the common 
eukaryotic ancestor. Their classification has traditionally 
been difficult since they lack the differentiated tissues orga- 
nized into organs that  help categorize plants and animals. 
However, contrary to prokaryotes that  virtually lack mor- 
phological character, protists can be classified based on ul- 
trastructural features, such as features of the flagellar ap- 
paratus or the shape of mitochondrial cristae. Although 
not without exception, animals, fungi, plants, green and red 
algae all manifest flattened cristae, while Euglena, the try- 
panosomatids (likeLcishmama) and heteroloboseans possess 
discoidal cristae. Still another large grouping, including the 
ciliates (such as Parmecium), the slime molds and the stra- 
menopiles, have tubular cristae [6]. 

Among the organisms characterized by flattened cristae, 
sequence analysis of several mitochondrial genes has indi- 
cated a common ancestry for animals and fungi [14], a close 
relationship between red and green algae [3], and the origin 
of the land plants within the latter. Several of the sub- 
groups within the discoidal cristae grouping can also be 
linked through gene sequence comparison. The same can 
be said within the tubular cristae group, particularly those 
within the stramenopiles, where links are evident between 
the chrysophytes, the synurophytes, the oomycetes and the 
bicosoecids. Within each of these large groupings, however, 
the earliest relationships remain unclear. 

3 The data 

GOBASE (http://megasun.bch.umontreal.ca/gobase/ gob- 
ase.html) is a relational organelle genome database, which 
integrates sequence data, information on evolution, taxon- 
omy, biochemistry, RNA secondary structure, physical maps 
and more [9]. 

The major body of data contained in GOBASE consists 
of mitochondrial sequence data drawn from the Entrez data- 
base system and taxonomy data extracted from the NCBI 
Taxon database. These data are obtained on a regular basis 
by a custom-made tool, POP2, which reads the Entrez data 
in ASN. 1 format, extracts the data relevant to the molecular 
features defined in GOBASE, and stores this information in 
GOBASE tables. 

The production of gene orders from sequence data can- 
not be totally automated. Genes may overlap, may be 

fragmented and scattered across the genome (especially the 
rRNA genes), may be unrecognized or unannotated in the 
Entrez file, or annotated in an idiosyncratic way. As a first 
step, maps are produced from an entry, and a gene order 
with signed genes is derived from that. Maps are posted 
on the GOBASE website. Many of the mitochondrial se- 
quences are produced in the laboratories aWdiated with the 
Organelle Genome Megasequencing Program and the Fun- 
gal Mitochondrial Genome Project (e.g. [3, 13, 15, 14, 23]), 
and prepublication maps of these are also posted. 

For the purposes of the analysis in the present paper, 
duplicate genes were excluded from some of the genomes 
because of the inability of our method to handle these du- 
plicates. Most of these were tRNA genes. As far as possi- 
ble, we tried to identify homologous sets of mitochondrial 
tRNA genes across as many protists as possible, taking into 
account the corresponding amino acid, the anticodon, the 
translation table appropriate to the organism and, in the 
few cases where it was possible, positional correspondences 
in closely related genomes. In the remaining instances where 
the duplicates remained indistinguishable, we deleted both 
from the gene order. 

It  will be seen in Section 4 that  this introduces little bias 
into the comparison, though the loss of data does decrease 
the precision of the estimates. In other cases, where entire 
fragments of the genome were duplicated, we simply deleted 
the fragment which seemed the secondary one, based on 
comparisons with closely related genomes or by conforming 
to the strandedness of the majority of the genome. 

For some genes in some genomes, part of the gene is 
located in one position and the rest elsewhere, in such a 
way that  other genes intervene between two fragments. We 
retained only the position of the longer fragment. Where 
there was fragmentation of s gene into several pieces, the 
genome was excluded f~om the analysis. 

Finally, we excluded all ORFs (hypothetical proteins) 
from the data unless there was good evidence that  the same 
ORF appeared in two or more genomes. 

Two other criteria served to exclude other genomes from 
the analysis; too few genes, such as in the trypanosomatids 
where, moreover, no tRNAs appear in the gene order, and 
an a postemor filter where a genome turned out to bear no 
more than random resemblance to any of the other genomes 
in the data set. 

The data we analyzed are summarized in Table 1. 

4 Extending the notion of breakpoint to unequal genomes 

For two genomes whose gene sets are not identical we intro- 
duce the notion of induced breakpoints (cf [19]) to capture 
the notion that the shared genes have parallel orders (or 
not). We first remove all genes that  are present in only 
one of the genomes. We then find the breakpoints for the 
reduced genomes, now of identical composition. This quan- 
tity is quite different from the original concept of break- 
point distance. In the full genomes, there is a breakpoint 
between a, and a~+l only if this is a breakpoint for the re- 
duced genome. But if, as in Figure 1, there is a breakpoint 
between a, and a~ in the reduced genome, where 3 ~ i + 1, 
i.e. where a , + l , . . . , a j - i  have been deleted in producing 
the reduced genome, then no ordinary breakpoint exists in 
the full genome, since al is not adjacent to a 3 there. The 
measurement of induced breakpoints is thus a more subtle 
way of capturing the degree of parallelism of two gene orders 
than ordinary breakpoints. 
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i Orl~anism (Accession number ) 
TUBULAR CRISTAE 

1. Acanthamoeba castellanii (U12386) 
2. G'~rysodsdymus synuroideus 
3. Ochromonas danica 
4. Phytophthora infestans 
5. Cafeteria roenbergensis 
6. Paramecium aurelia (X15917) 
7. Dictyostelium discoideum (D16466) 
8. Jakoba libera 
• Plasmodium falciparum (M76611) 
• Plasmodium yoelii (M29000) 

Classification 

lobose amoeba 
stramenopile 
stramenopile 
stramenopile 
stramenopfle 
alveolate 
slime mold 
jakobid 
alveolate 
alveolate 

Genes tRNAs 

56 16 
(synurophyte) 53 19 
(chrysophyte) 57 22 
(oomycete) 60 23 
(bicosoecid) 54 22 
(ciliate) 39 3 

48 17 
88 24 

(apicomplexan) 
(apicomplexan) 

9. Reclinomonas americana (AF007261) 
10. Tetrahymena pyr:form:s (AF160864) 

Theileria parva (Z23263) 
11. Thraustochytrium aureum 

DISCOIDAL CRISTAE 
Malawimonas 3akobiformis 

12. Naegleria 9ruberi 
Leishmania tarentolae (M10126) 
23"ypanosoma brucei 

FLATTENED CRISTAE 
13. Marchantia polymorpha (M68929) 
§ Arabidopsis thaliana (Y08502) 
14. Pedinomonas minor (AFl16775) 

jakobid 
alveolate 
alveolate 
stramenopile 

malawimonad 
heterolobosean 
trypanosomatid 
trypanosomatid 

land plant 
land plant 
green alga 

(ciliate) 
(apicomplexan) 
(labyriathulid) 

97 26 
43 7 

53 19 

68 25 
61 17 

69 24 

21 8 
15. Nephroselmis olivacea green alga 65 26 
16. Prototheca wiekerhamii (U02970) green alga 63 26 
* Chlamydomonas eugametos (AF008237) green alga 
* Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (U03843) green alga 
. Chlorogonium elongatum (Y13644) green alga 
17. Chondru8 erispus (Z47547) red alga 50 23 
18. Cyanidioschyzon merolae (D89861) red alga 59 22 
19. Porphyra purpurea (AFl14794) red alga 55 24 
20. Rhodomonas salina cryptophyte 67 27 

Monosiga breuicollis choanoflagellate 50 22 
:~ fungal,animal fungal,animal 

Table 1: Sequenced mitochondrial genomes. Data from gene maps in GOBASE [9]. Gene numbers affected by the exclusion 
of some duplicate genes (see text). Organisms numbered 1-20 used in analysis. Other organisms excluded for the following 
reasons: • fragmented rRNA genes, t too few genes, ~ no gene order resemblances with (other) protist mitochondrial genomes, 
§ trans-spliced genes 

Breakpoint measures and particularly induced breakpoint 
measures are robust against missing data, such as genes ab- 
sent in some organisms or excluded for the methodological 
reasons invoked in Section 3. If a gene figures in an ad- 
jacency crucial for phylogenetic grouping, it is ,unlikely to 
have been one of two duplicate genes, since in most cases 
(all cases in our data) only one tRNA gene in a duplicate 
pair shares adjacencies with related genomes, and this was 
a criterion for deleting the other. Other duplicated genes 
excluded were part of longer duplicated fragments, and rel- 
evant adjacencies are conserved in the undeleted fragment. 
In any case, deleting genes which are not shared with neigh- 
boring genomes in a phylogeny has no effect on induced 
breakpoint measures, by definition. 

For the purposes of phylogeny, the numbers of induced 
breakpoints can be misleading when the genomes vary sig- 
nificantly in gene content. Large genomes, even if they are 
fairly closely related, will tend to be placed far from each 
other in the tree. The savings from this stem from the dele- 
tion of non-shared genes from genomes in calculating the 
number of induced breakpoints. If small and large genomes 

are intermingled in the tree, many more deletions will be re- 
quired when evaluating the branches of the tree than when 
the large genomes are close to each other. Fewer genes mean 
fewer total adjaceneies and few potential breakpoints. 

To eliminate this artifact, we normalize the number of 
induced breakpoints by the total number of genes shared by 
the two genomes. 

5 A practical heuristic for the breakpoint median problem 

Given three genomes A, B, C and a set ~ of genes (e.g. ~ = 
the union of the genes in A, B and C, or ~ = the intersection 
of the genes in A, B and C) we wish to find a genome S 
containing the genes in G that minimizes the sum of the 
breakpoints between A and S, B and S and C and S. Such 
a genome is called a med i an  g e n o m e  for A, B, C. 

In the case where A, B, C and S have identical composi- 
tion, there is a simple reduction from the breakpoint median 
problem to the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [19]. Let 
d(X, Y )  denote the breakpoint distance between X and Y, 
and let the weight w(z, y) of an unordered pair of genes x, y 
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genomeA 1 [ 4 5 1 3 6  

t t 
genome A, reduced 1 I 4 5 I 3 

genome B, reduced I 13  I 4 5  

genomeB 2 1 3  7 4 5  

Figure 1: Induced breakpoints for (circular) genomes with 
• different gene contents. Position of induced breakpoints 

(vertical strokes) found in reduced genomes with identical 
gone sets. This determines breakpoints between 1 and 4 and 
between 5 and 3 in genome A. There are no breakpoints in 
B. 

be defined by 

w(x, y) = [{X E {A, B, C} : {z, y} adjacent in X}[. 

Setting 
• (S) = d(A, S) + d(B, S) + d(C, S) 

and determining S that minimizes ~(S)  is equivalent to de- 
termining a tour of minimum length with respect to distance 
matrix 6 with 6=,~ = 3 - tu(z, y). 

At first view one might ask the utility of the result. The 
TSP is an NP-hard problem. Indeed the median break- 
point problem is as well [2, 16]. NP-hardness, however, does 
not mean that  a problem cannot be efficiently solved, it 
merely calls for a change in approach. A case in point is 
the TSP. While it is NP-hard, there exists an impressive se- 
lection of heuristics, lower bounds, branch and cut methods 
and iterative improvement techniques that can be used to 
solve the TSP for even moderately large problem instances 
(see [17] for a comprehensive survey of TSP methods). By 
the above reduction, the same techniques can be used on 
the breakpoint median problem, provided that  the input 
genomes have the same gene set. 

The reduction to TSP breaks down when we consider 
the induced breakpoint median problem for genomes with 
unequal gone sets. The equivalent TSP problem would be 
one with multiple distance matrices defined on overlapping 
sets of cities--the length of a tour being the summed length 
of the respective induced tours. Many of the standard lower 
bounds, heuristic and exact methods for TSP cannot be 
translated to this general framework (e.g. spanning tree and 
matching based methods, Lin-Kernighan local search, Held- 
Karp lower bound). Many of those that can be translated 
perform badly when compared to the alternatives (e.g. tour 
amalgamation methods or divide and conquer algorithms). 
While we were able to construct a linear programming for- 
mulation of the induced breakpoint problem, the large num- 
ber of variables required prevented the practical application 
of branch and cut style methods. 

" Surprisingly, one of the simplest heuristics, and not one 
that is particularly effective in the equal gene sets context, 
greatly outperformed all other alternatives. In addition, the 
superiority of this heuristic increases as the input genomes 
contain increasingly different sets of genes. We studied the 
efficiency of the method with respect a number of lower 
bounds. Our experiments involved simulated data as well 
as some of the data in Table 1. In all cases studied we were 

able to find a near-optimal solution within a relatively small 
number of iterations. 

We outline this heuristic in Section 5.1 and discuss an 
O(n 2) time implmentation in Section 5.2 (where n is the 
number of genes). 

5.1 A surprisingly effective heuristic for gene insertion 

Let A, B, and U be signed genomes and put ~ = the union 
of the gene sets of A, 13 and U. The heuristic begins be 
arbitrarily restricting the problem to a small set of genes 
then progressively inserting new genes. 

f u r t h e s t  i n se r t i on  
Randomly choose g E ~.  
reed +- (g) 
x , -  (g} 
while X ~ ~ d o  

for  each  z E ~ - X d o  
I n s e r t  Z i n t o  reed so as to  minimize ~(med). 
Let m[x] be the  minimum value  of ~(med) .  
Remove x f rom med. 

e n d  for 
Choose z* t h a t  maximizes m[z*] and then i n s e r t  z* 
i n to  reed so as t o  minimize ~(med). 
Add x* to  X .  

e n d  while  
r e t u r n  reed 

end .  

Note that  the heuristic can be applied when • is the 
sum of either normalised, or un-normalised, breakpoint dis- 
tances. It  can be seen from the algorithm that  the furthest 
insertions heuristic is an exact analog of the furthest inser- 
tion heuristic for the traveling salesman problem [17]. There 
is a subtle difference that  makes the breakpoint median 
heuristic perform well whereas the original TSP heuristic 
performs quite badly. At each iteration we solve an induced 
subproblem, with induced genomes AIx, BIx and CIx. The 
induced subproblem captures far more important structural 
information of the whole problem than the simple restriction 
of a distance matrix to a subset of cities. 

The furthest insertion heuristic performs better than the 
heuristic that  randomly chooses which gone to insert next, 
but takes longer to execute. The random insertion heuris- 
tic in turn performs better than the greedy method that 
chooses the gene that  gives the least  increase. The differ- 
ence between the three heuristics becomes marked when the 
number of genes common to all genomes decreases. 

Examining the increase in ~ at each iteration provides 
the explanation: the greedy heuristic first places genes that 
appear in only a few genomes. It  then proceeds to slot in 
the genes belonging to the majority of the genomes. The 
value of • increases slowly at first, then accelerates rapidly 
as the algorithm tries to fit new genes into a badly cho- 
sen subgenome. In contrast the furthest insertion heuristic 
places the genes belonging to the majority of the genomes 
first. It thus obtains a better subgenome to insert the re- 
maining genes into. The heuristic with random insertion 
occupies the middle ground between the two other meth- 
ods. 

All three heuristics have some degree of randomness in 
the way they break ties. Improved genomes can be obtained 
by repeating the heuristics many times. The furthest inser- 
tion heuristic almost always outperformed the alternatives, 
finding genomes on the first repetition that  are markedly 
better than the genomes found by the other heuristics even 
after a large number of  repetitions. 
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5 II 4 3 2 6 I0 16 17 18 19 14 12 15 13 20 7 I 8 9 
- stramenopiles - -  alveol.- - red alg.- - early branching - 

Figure 2: Distance-matrix analysis of protist evolution. Number keys in Table 1. Lengths of branches not to scale. Root 
is near Reclinomonas (9). Stramenopiles and alveolates cluster together. Jakobids and other early branching protists group 
together. Green algae and plants (underlined) scattered throughout phylogeny. 

5.2 An O(n 2) time algorithm for the furthest insertion 
heuristic 

The furthest insertion heuristic as described runs in polyno- 
mial time but, if implemented directly, will have a running 
time of O(n4). This running time can be improved to O(n2). 
First we note that  the optimal location to insert a gene x 
into the partially completed median will always be before or 
after a gene that is a successor or predecessor of z in one 
of the input genomes. This reduces the number of possible 
insertion points from O(n) to O(1). Second, we can main- 
tain the successor tables (and therefore predecessor tables) 
of the input genomes and median genome so that: 

For each set X of already processed genes and each z 
not in X we can answer successor queries of the input 
genomes induced by X U (z} in constant time. 

Successor queries for the partially completed median 
genome with gene set restricted to ~(A), G(B), or 
{~(C) can be answered in constant time. 

Each time we insert a new gene z* into the set of 
processed genes the data structures can be updated 
in O(n) time. 

In this way, each main iteration of the furthest insertion 
algorithm takes O(n) time giving O(n 2) time for the entire 
algorithm. 

6 Induced breakpoint phylogeny 

The heuristic for the median problem developed in Sec- 
tion 5 is at the heart of our approach to phylogeny. Sup- 
pose we have N input genomes Gl, - . .  , G iv. For an un- 
rooted binary branching tree T with leaves {V1,-.-,VN}, 
each one associated with one input genome, and interior 
nodes {VN+I,--" ,V2N-2}, the task is to find the genomes 
GN+I, --- ,G 2N-2 associated with the internal (ancestral) 
nodes, such that 

between G'  and G ~ breakpoint measure 
al l  b ranches  V t V  ~ of T 

is minimized. Each of the internal nodes defines a median 
problem with its three adjacent nodes. Starting with an ini- 
tial assignment of genomes to all the internal nodes (to be 
specified in Section 7.1), recalculation of the internal nodes 
is carried out one by one, each time using the most recently 
calculated versions of the neighboring internal nodes as in- 
put to the median problem. Iteration continues until no 
improvement can be made at any node. The sum of the 

branch lengths produced by this "steinerization" of the tree 
is then an evaluation of how well it accounts for the data. 

For small N we can carry out this procedure for all possi- 
ble trees (e.g. [1]), but  for larger studies, such as the present 
analysis of N = 20 genomes, heuristics and local optimiza- 
tion must be invoked (see Section 7) 

7 Experimental results: estimating the phylogeny of early 
eukaryotes 

7.1 Distance matrix methods 

Applying our measure to all pairs of genomes in Table 1 
for which we could establish a usable gene order (indicated 
by an entry under "Genes"), resulted in a matrix which we 
used for the initialization of our phylogeny analysis. Two 
genomes, Malawimonas and Monosiga, manifested uniformly 
high values indicating random genome order with respect to 
all the other genomes, and were thus dropped from the anal- 
ysis. The matrix remaining was submitted to two distance 
matrix analyses, neighbor-joining and the Fitch-Margoliash 
procedure, which both produced the tree in Figure 2. 

These initial results indicate that  the mitochondrial gene 
orders, as compared by our normalized breakpoints mea- 
sure, contain a clear phylogenetic signal. The red algae form 
a monophyletic group; so do the stramenopiles. The large 
jakobid mitochondrial genomes, thought to most closely rep- 
resent the ancestral form [13], group with other early-branching 
lineages. In addition, the ciliates group with the stramenopiles, 
a configuration which is sometimes seen in phylogenies con- 
structed with single gene sequences. Only the plants and 
green algae, which, according to a great diversity of scien- 
tific evidence, should also form a monophyletic group, do not 
seem to have conserved sufficient commonality in their mito- 
chondrial gene orders for them to be grouped together. This 
is, however, consistent with the rapid evolution of these or- 
ders known to occur among other green algae, such as those 
listed in Table 1. 

More detailed phylogenetic techniques, to be discussed in 
the following sections, do not do any better in reconstructing 
the plant-green algae group. Indeed, the noise caused by the 
inclusion of the green algal genomes has a distorting effect on 
other parts of the tree, particularly the ciliate branching and 
possibly the "repulsion" of Marchantia from the red algal 
group. (It is thought that  the plant-green algae group shaxes 
some common ancestry with the red algae.) For further 
investigation of protist phylogeny, then, we reduced our data 
set through the elimination of the Prototheca gene order, 
which seems highly derived, as well as that  of Pedinomonas, 
which has a very small number of genes. 

The distance matrix methods applied to the 18 remaining 
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Figure 3: Distance tree without Prototheca and Pedinomono~. Hypothesis H i .  

I I 

5 4 11 3 2 6 10 17 18 19 15 13 12 20 7 1 8 9 
- stramenopiles - -  alveol.-  - red aig.- - early branching - 

Figure 4: Hypothesis H2 grouping plants and green algae with red algae 

genomes produced the phylogeny in Figure 3. This is almost 
identical to what is obtained from the tree in Figure 2 by 
simply deleting the Prototheca and Pedinomonas branches. 
In the ensuing sections, we will refer to the evolutionary 
history implied by this tree as Hypothesis/-/1. 

Note that the what remains of the plant-green algae 
group still does not group with the red algae. Thus for 
the more detailed analyses below, we postulate another hy- 
pothesis, H2, as represented in Figure 4. 

Finally, we construct a more speculative hypothesis, Ha, 
which would place the cryptophyte Rhodomonas salina on 
the lineage leading to the red and green algae on plants, 
based on the possibility that flattened cristae may be mono- 
phyletic (Figure 5). This also has the effect that Naegleria 
gruberi, the sole representative of the organisms with dis- 
coidal cristae, now branches earlier, more in line with the 
ancient divergence thought to have occurred with this group. 

7.2 Practical tree length evaluation 

Despite the t ime complexity gains described in Section 5.2, 
computat ion t ime remains a major  obstacle to extensive 
phylogenetic analysis. While the furthest insertion heuristic 
gives considerably bet ter  solutions to the breakpoint  median 
problem and to the more general breakpoint  phylogeny prob- 
lem, the running t ime taken makes extensive tree searches 
impossible. For example, in carrying out a Nearest Neigh- 
bor Interchange (NNI) search for a local opt imum start ing 
with the phylogeny in Figure 2 (to be discussed below), we 
found that  one pass through a single tree with 20 leaves with 
one i teration of random insertion at each node took approx- 
imately 10 seconds of CPU time on a Sparc Ultra  5. The 
same calculation with the furthest insertion heuristic takes 
raughly 7 minutes. Thus multiple long searches, requiring 
hundreds of tree evaluations, are not currently feasible using 
the latter. 

In future it will be necessary to either improve the com- 
plexity of the furthest insertion heuristic, or modify the 
heuristic, as a time complexity of much more than O(n) 
time appears to be impractical. 

In the meantime, our approach to this problem is to cal- 

culate a rough upper  bound on the tree, working with the 
assumption tha t  the same rough method will preserve the 
relative order of tree lengths. Running the algorithm for 
a few passes over a tree, with a l imited number of itera- 
tions at  each node gives a rough upper  bound of the total  
edge length - but  we might hope tha t  it  over-estimate to 
the same degree for each tree. Furthermore,  replacing the 
furthest insertion algorithm with one tha t  chooses the inser- 
tion order randomly (and can thus be implemented in O(n) 
expected time) speeds up the evaluation by orders of mag- 
nitude, again with uncertain effect on relative scores. This 
rough search, using a quickly evaluated upper bound as a 
criteria, is used to identify the possible neighborhoods of op- 
t imai trees. Opt imal  trees within these neighborhoods can 
be selected using a more t ime consuming, but  more reliable, 
est imation procedure. 

7.3 Evaluating the three hypotheses 

To illustrate the possibilities and risks of these methods, we 
detail  the results when they are applied using the hypotheses 
HI,H2 and H3 in Figures 3, 4 and 5 as initial phylogenies 
in a local optimization. In  Table 2, the total  tree length 
of each hypothesis is presented after each of ten passes of 
the  algorithm over the  entire tree (the "outer" algorithm). 
In each pass the induced breakpoint  median algorithm is 
i terated up to five t imes at  each node. I t  can be seen that  the 
total  length criterion continues to  improve for each i teration 
of the median algorithm and with each addit ional pass of 
the outer algorithm. Dramatically, a single application of 
the furthest insertion heuristic suffices to  improve on the 
random insertion algori thm i terated five times, once there 
have been several passes of the  outer  algorithm. 

Implementing our search for local opt ima using NNI, we 
limited ourselves to three passes of the outer algorithm and 
three iterations of the random-insertion median algorithm 
at each node. I t  can be seen tha t  once the  apparent  local 
opt ima are evaluated more accurately, using the furthest- 
insertion method,  for two of the hypotheses, Hi  and H2, 
they turned out not  to  be opt imal  after all since their to- 
tai  lengths are greater than their respective initial trees. 
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Figure 5: Hypothesis Ha grouping all organisms with flattened cristae 

In the case of/-/3, four NNI's produced a tree which was 
clearly better than that of the initial one, and marginally 
the best tree of all we examined. The main differences be- 
tween this tree and//3 are the breakup of the stramenopile- 
alveolate cluster into three separate but successive branches, 
the loss of monophyly of the plant-green algae group into 
two successive branches from the lineage leading to the red 
algae, though the "flattened" group including Rhodomonas 
remains monophyletic. 

Returning to the 20-species analysis, NNI produced a 
phylogeny clearly more economical than that in Figure 2. 
However, the artifactual effects of including Prototheea and 
Pedinomonas are worsened, so that, for example, Prototheea 
now groups with the alveolates as a subgroup within the 
stramenopiles. Thus we continue to disregard the results of 
the full data set. 

8 Conclusions 

This work highlights the potential of the induced breakpoint 
method for genomes with differing gene sets. The fact that  
we were able to obtain phylogenies as clear as many that  are 
derived from sequence comparison attests to the amount of 
phylogenetic information which resides in gene order. 

Until we can speed up the furthest-insertion algorithm 
to incorporate it into NNI, the results of our provisional 
phylogenetic analysis may be summarized as follows: 

• The stramenopiles cluster together, usually but not 
always monophyletically, and there is a tendency for 
the ciliates to be a sister group. 

• The jakobids, and other early branching (as previously 
revealed by sequence analysis) protists group together. 

• The red algae group together. 

• A tendency towards grouping the plants and green al- 
gae, and these with the other flattened cristae mito- 
chondrial genomes, can only be detected by discarding 
the most highly diverged green algae from the analysis. 

• The phylogenetic relationships at the earliest level - 
among the stramenopiles, alveolates and other tubu- 
lax cristae mitochondrial genomes, and among the flat- 
tened, discoidal and tubular groups, remain uncertain, 
awaiting further mitochondrial sequences which fit the 
criteria for inclusion in our analyses. 

There are a number of directions for further work. It- 
eration of the median problem can be replaced by a more 
efficient process of gene insertion at all the internal genomes 
simultaneously. 

Though it is a useful exercise to consider gene order only, 
a more accurate approach might take into account both gene 
order and gene complement in a single measure. 
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Finally, this work underscores the interest inherent in 
the evolution of the mitochondrial genomes, especially at 
the earliest times. 
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